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Next day.
Lu Xuelon was returned to the home, she was fine. Si Li didn't do anything to her, as
Shu Han-you did to Lu Lan.
Both Lu Yaohua and Shu Han-You sighed a relief and thought that nothing worse than
this would happen to them.
But they were wrong afterwards, Si Corporation issued a statement on behalf of Si Li
that he had nothing to do with Lu Xuelon and they were not engaged and for the sake
of publicity she spread the fake rumours.
As the consequence of the above statement, all the jobs which Lu Xuelon had, were
getting cancelled. Everyone selected Lu Xuelon only because they wanted to have a
good connection with Si Li.
Now all the things were clarified by the Si Li and people saw that Lu Xuelon had
offended Si Li otherwise he never issued any kind of this statement on its own, so they
understood that keeping a distance from Lu Xuelon would be a good thing for them.
Over the night, Lu Xuelon's career was finished. Although, World Entertainment didn't
cancel their contract with her. she was still their artist, but they make sure that she
suffered the humiliation and insult as Lu Lan wanted.
As for Shu Han-You, after the birthday party, everyone knew what she did, so they
naturally pulled out their hands and didn't help her. So basically Si Li didn't have to do
much.
In contrast, these days, Lu Lan was very happy, she stayed at Old Mansion and had
fun. Except for Si Li and Si Yan, all the people stayed at Old Mansion. Madam Si and
Lu Lan were like mother-daughter and Little Champ also liked his mummy. Lu Lan
always tried to make conversation with Little Champ without creating any stress for
him and because of these, his condition had improved very much.
Lu Lan started to go Tex Corporation and everything was running smoothly, even they
had secured many new contracts and the biggest contract was from City Z. Tex
Corporation had started earning profits and now it seems that her deal with Si Li
would complete in three months instead of six months.

Lu Lan was so excited that she would be able to join the tax department and she dearly
missed Si Li so distract herself she started to work extra hours.
However, it was already one and a half months gone, but Si Li wasn't back yet.

